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Materials and Methods

Observations and Data Analysis: The perihelion passage of Comet C/2011 W3 (Lovejoy)

was observed in the low corona from three vantage points. At Earth, perihelion was imaged by

the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) (17) onboard SDO, which obtains high resolution

(4096×4096) EUV images every 12 seconds in seven EUV wavelengths. The closest approach

was obscured by the solar disk, but the high cadence, multi-wavelength imaging allowed the

ingress and egress from behind the disk to be imaged in detail from approximately 1-1.9 and

1-1.4 RS respectively. Analysis of the multi-wavelength comet tail emission observed by AIA

is given by (7), and further analysis involving X-Ray imaging data is given by (18). Both stud-

ies find emission profiles consistent with water ice as a source for emitting oxygen ions, which

we consider in this work. During perihelion the STEREO A and B spacecraft (19) were sepa-

rated from Earth by 109 and 107◦, offering two complementary vantage points. EUV emission

from the comet was imaged at a 75-150s cadence in the 171Å channel by the EUVI A and B

instruments (20). The EUVI 171 and AIA 171Å channels have similar spectral widths and are

designed to isolate the strong FeIX coronal emission line, which is characteristic of 0.7-1.2 MK

coronal plasma. In the case of cometary tail plasma, the high abundance of oxygen also implies

a strong contribution to the 171Å channel due to the nearby OV and OVI lines, which can easily

dominate cometary Fe emission (7).

Base ratio images are generated by dividing the flux of each pixel at the current time by

the flux of the nearest pre-flyby state. This serves to highlight the local enhancement of EUV

intensity over the background due to the presence of emitting cometary tail ions. To enhance the

signal-to-noise ratio for weak intensity signals off of the solar disk, every other AIA image was

stacked together (i.e. temporally binned to 24s cadence) after being spatially binned by a factor

of two. All base ratio observations shown here are linearly scaled from 1± 0.3, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2 for
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EUVI-A, EUVI-B, AIA ingress, and AIA egress respectively (chosen for optimal contrast).

Additionally, the trajectory used in this work is obtained from (3). Further timings refine-

ments made comparing this trajectory to spacecraft data can be found in (21). Movies S1-S4

show animations the base ratio processed 171Å observations for each view with the comet

trajectory overlaid. The intersection of the moving horizontal and vertical lines indicates the

predicted position of the comet nucleus at the observation time, which is offset according to the

light travel time from the sun to to each spacecraft.

Numerical Model: To simulate the inhomogeneous plasma conditions of the global corona

at time of the comet passage we use the 3D Magnetohydrodynamic Algorithm outside a Sphere

(MAS) code. MAS solves the resistive thermodynamic MHD equations on a nonuniform

(r, θ, φ) mesh using a massively parallel semi-implicit time-stepping algorithm. The method

of solution, including the boundary conditions, has been described previously (22–27). For

this simulation, we run MAS on over a thousand processors using a relatively high resolution

181x191x401 mesh with angular resolution concentrated in regions where the comet passed.

A primary application of MAS is to simulate realistic magnetic configurations that are ob-

served in the corona, which is achieved by using observational measurements of the photo-

spheric magnetic field as boundary conditions. For this case we use a ‘synchronic’ magnetic

field map of SDO/HMI observations (28) developed to represent the conditions at 23:45:01 UT

on 2011/12/25 using the method described by (29). This map is shown in Fig. S1. A synchronic

map is designed to represent the entire photospheric flux-distribution at a given instance in time

and is built by continuously evolving photospheric flux in time according to a known prescrip-

tion for surface flows and the emergence and cancellation of small scale flux distributions (the

so called salt and pepper). A continuous assimilation of full disk line-of-sight field data from

the front-side of the sun into the model keeps the map as up to date as possible with the current
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observable photospheric conditions. For this study, the magnetogram assimilation code was re-

vised to use SOHO/MDI observations (30) at calibration level 1.8 instead of quicklook data, to

correct for a nonuniform zero-point offset of the SOHO/MDI magnetograms, to correct a minor

error coordinate transformations from observed magnetograms to heliocentric coordinates, to

use the updated SDO/HMI calibration from (31), and to initialize from a field configuration 1.3

times stronger in 1996.5 for a better comparison with SOHO/MDI synoptic maps throughout

the overlapping assimilation period (1996.5-2010.5).

A full visualization of the 3D magnetic field solution along the trajectory is shown in Fig. S2.

Because the comet perihelion takes it so deep into the corona (closest approach is approximately

1.2 RS), much of the trajectory intersects closed field streamer regions, which are highlighted

in blue.

The ‘thermodynamic’ element of the model refers to the incorporation of a realistic MHD

energy equation into the algorithm. The additional non-ideal thermodynamic terms include

anisotropic thermal conduction along the magnetic field, optically thin radiative losses by coro-

nal plasma, and an empirically developed volumetric coronal heating function (25–27, 32). Al-

though computationally intensive, capturing these essential terms provides a realistic thermal

equilibrium for the 3D distribution of plasma temperature and density. From this we can gen-

erate synthetic observables, such as multi-wavelength EUV emission for direct comparison for

observational data, a technique used in a variety of recent studies (32–35). These comparisons

serve as a powerful constraint of model parameters due to the strong dependencies on the local

plasma state for a given emission line. In Fig. S3 we show a comparison of AIA 171, 193,

211, and 335Å images generated from the MHD model to observations on 11/27/2012, which

capture the perihelion region of the corona as it was last observed by AIA before it rotated out

of view. This comparison was used to benchmark and constrain the overall thermodynamic

properties of the solution (electron density, temperature, and relative contrasts between regions)
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to be observationally consistent for this time period. To determine emissivities we use the CHI-

ANTI 7.1 spectral synthesis package (36) and the latest post-launch calibration data available

from the SDO/AIA team, which includes cross-calibration with SDO/EVE (37). Intrinsic un-

certainties include the choice of tabulated ionization equilibrium and abundance tables from the

CHIANTI database. Please note that for the zoomed in 171Å comparison shown in Fig. 2 (main

text), the details of the coronal loops most visible in the left panel, which result from fine-scale,

time-dependent coupling of the plasma dynamics and heating are not expected to be captured

at this resolution.

A last implicit assumption of the MHD model when using fixed boundary conditions is that

the low corona is in a near steady state at the time of interest. This is not always the case during

dynamic events such as coronal mass ejections (CMEs), which can cause perturbations to large-

scale field and plasma structures. We conducted a visual inspection of the pre-perihelion corona

using coronagraph data from LASCO/C2 (38), which observes the corona from around 2−6 RS ,

and confirmed that the global structure of the corona was relatively static and unperturbed at this

time. Furthermore, there were no significant CME’s reported in the LASCO CME catalog (39)

within∼ 23 hours, and the minor events did not have trajectories intersecting the projected path

of the comet in the EUV within ∼ 16 hours. Given that the low corona will relax on shorter

timescales (on the order of tens of minutes to hours), this justifies the use of static boundary

conditions for interpreting field orientations in the low corona near perihelion.

On the Assumption of Parallel Flows: To greatly simplify the physical problem of comet

tail motion in the corona, we assume a locally fixed magnetic field and consider tail ions flow-

ing parallel to it. This approximation neglects the potential modification of the ambient field by

electric currents produced when the total momentum exchange between tail ions and the coronal

plasma becomes non-negligible. As discussed by (4), the regime where this becomes important,
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as it was for the Comet 2011/N3 (SOHO), is highly sensitive to the size of the nucleus, sublima-

tion rate, and local field magnitude. In Lovejoy’s case, except for a conspicuous region of the

ingress observed by AIA around 23:58-00:01 UT, where a non-negligible component of motion

appeared to be backwards along the orbit (see movie S1), the strong preference for motion out

of the orbital path indeed suggests and is consistent with the assumption that field modification

did not play a significant role in determining the tail trajectory (this would be a small effect in

determining orientation). It is for these practical and physical considerations that we decouple

the coronal field from the cometary tail ions, and treat them as test particles in an embedded

macroscopic plasma.

S1 Deceleration Timescales

The key timescale that mediates deceleration and diffusion of injected cometary ions is the

time in which a series of successive small angle collisions will effectively randomize the initial

velocity. Following the introductory discussion in (40), this can be parameterized in terms of a

collision rate coefficient and effective cross section

ν = σ∗nFv0, and σ∗ =
1

2π

(
qT qF
ε0µv20

)2

ln Λ (S1)

where, the T and F subscripts denote a test and field particle respectively. Assuming thermal

equilibrium and therefore an average thermal velocity, an average momentum exchange rate for

electron electron collisions can be computed numerically:

νee = 10× n8

T
3/2
6

(
ln Λ

20

)
s−1. (S2)

where n8 is the electron density in units of 108 cm−3 and T6 is the electron temperature in

units of 106 K. Simple arguments give the remaining rates in terms of relative mass fractions,

νie = Z2
i νee(me/mi), and νip = Z2

i νpp(mp/mi) = Z2
i νee(me/mp)

1/2(mp/mi), where the sub-

scripts i and p refer to the ion species and protons respectively while Zi is the charge number.
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Considering an O5+ ion as the test particle and ne∼108 cm−3, Te∼1.5 MK, this gives momen-

tum exchange timescales (τ = 1/ν) of τie ∼ 220 s and τip ∼ 5.0 s respectively, where the

shorter ion-proton timescale as well as the n/T 3/2 and Z2
i dependencies should be noted.

At first glance τip appears to be too short for cometary ions to travel an appreciable distance

before thermalizing with the medium; a particle with velocity of 500 km s−1 only moves 0.0025

RS in this time, while the tail moves more than 0.1 RS perpendicular to the orbit in some places.

While the simplest rate calculation outlined above is correct for in-equilibrium conditions, the

resolution of this discrepancy comes by recognizing the importance of the initial relative veloc-

ity of cometary ions with respect to the medium. Considering outflowing cometary ions as an

a mono-energetic beam of test particles with a mean velocity u and the field plasma as being

Maxwellian, (40) outlines a formal solution of the Fokker-Planck equation to find the ‘slowing

down’ equation for effective deceleration ∂u/∂t of the velocity as a function of time. This takes

the form

∂u

∂t
=
nee

4Z2
i ln Λ

4πε20m
2
i

[(
1 +

mi

mp

)
mp

2kBTp

d

dξp

(
erf(ξp)

ξp

)
+

(
1 +

mi

me

)
me

2kBTe

d

dξe

(
erf(ξe)

ξe

)]
(S3)

where ξi,e = u
√
mp,e/2kBTp,e. The two bracketed terms represent the effective friction of the

protons and ions respectively, and their relative importance depends on the ion beam speed

relative to the thermal speed of the field species. An effective timescale for deceleration can

then be written as τd = −u/(∂u/∂t). This timescale can be evaluated numerically, but we find

it instructive to consider the following limiting cases: First, if we approximate τd to depend

weakly on u, then

u = u0 exp(−t/τd), (S4)

where u0 is the initial speed. In the limit where the ion velocity is lower than the mean thermal

speed of protons, (u < 〈vp〉), τd is independent of u and becomes comparable to τip. Finally, in

the case that the ion speed is larger than mean the thermal speed of protons (i.e. when the ion is
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injected with speed u∼500 cos θ& 〈vp〉∼1-2×102 km s−1), τd calculated from Eq. (S3) takes

the form

τd ∼
4πε20m

2
i

nee4Z2
i ln Λ

[(
1 + mi

mp

)
1
u3

+
(

1 + mi

me

)(
me

2kBTe

)3/2
4

3
√
π

] . (S5)

Here the relative importance of proton collisions is mediated by the 1/u3 term while the term

due to electron collisions reflects only the ambient temperature of the plasma. This implies that

for ion velocities above the mean proton thermal speed of the medium, τd may be substantially

larger than τip but smaller than the electron timescale τie.

This discussion underscores the following important point: under these assumptions, the

deceleration of cometary ions injected into the corona will initially reflect the velocity of the

comet projected along the magnetic field. Only after a sufficient timescale for deceleration

(one that is magnified by higher parallel velocities and lower coronal densities) will the tail

slow to reflect the ambient flow of the embedded medium. That the deceleration timescale may

easily be of the order 102s in the low corona, and larger than one might naively predict from a

thermal equilibrium argument, naturally allows for the EUV comet tail to deviate an appreciable

distance from the original orbital plane as its ions flow along the embedded magnetic field. As

a first approximation, we use Eq. (S4) for the deceleration of the cometary ions in this work,

but with a slightly longer τd than would be computed from Eq. (S5).

Diffusion: Once the deceleration process is complete we are left with a mixture of cometary

ions and coronal plasma in thermal equilibrium. Given that the fractional abundance of oxygen

is 0.3 for the comet (41) and ∼ 10−3 for the corona (42), it is reasonable to expect that the

mixture will posses an enhanced abundance of oxygen relative to that of the ambient corona

(which is, in fact, partially why it is observed over the background in the EUV in the first

place). Tracking the relative position of the material after thermalization reduces to a basic
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diffusion argument.

Assuming thermal equilibrium, we can compute an effective diffusion coefficient from D =

νλ2mfp, where λmfp = 1/(σ∗n) is the mean free path. For a given ion species this reduces to

Di = kBTi/miνi where νi = νii + νip + νie ∼ νip assuming ni<<np. The diffusion coefficient

then allows for the calculation of an effective diffusion length,

LDi = 2
√
Dit ∼ 2

√
KBTit

miνip
= 75× T 5/4

6 n
−1/2
8

(
5

Zi

)(
20

ln Λ

)
t1/2 km, (S6)

for O5+. In comparison to the scales of the width of the comet tail in the AIA observations

(∼ 1−7×104 km), this length on a ten minute time scale is small except in regions where the

ambient density is very low. The small relative value of LDi then corroborates the observations

of the long lasting portions described in the main text (Figs. 1 and 4), for which the expansion

of striations appears to halt after a handful of minutes. That they eventually fade from view

on the order of tens of minutes is then likely related to timescale for the specific EUV emitting

ionization stages for the bandpass to be surpassed, which will also be inversely proportional to

the local electron density (see main text also).

S2 Visualization of the Dynamical Tail Model

As described in the main text, we use the above timescale arguments to simulate and visualize

the parallel motion and deceleration of cometary material as it is injected into the inhomoge-

neous coronal medium. We describe the method and describe the implications for all four views

of the comet here. First the comet trajectory is divided up into N spatial locations that corre-

spond to 1 minute intervals along the orbit indexed by n: ~xc,n(tn) = ~xc(t = tn). For each

position ~xn we place two test particles to represent comet ions with speeds representing the or-

bital velocity projected along ~B and the limiting cases of isotropic outflow velocity of tail ions

from the comet body: ~vn± = (~vc · b̂± vout)b̂.
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Starting at time t = tn (i.e. when the comet passes), the position of the test particles at ~xn is

integrated along ~B using the 3D vector magnetic field field distribution from the MHD model

solution. The deceleration of the velocity along ~B is given by Eq. (S4). To capture the effects

of ambient flow and diffusion, the local coronal flow vector is added to the velocity, and the

diffusion length LDi(t − tn) from Eq. (S6)) is computed using the mean state of the medium

traversed and added to the overall length traveled (43). Overall this takes the form

~vi(t
∗, s) =

[
(~vc · b̂0 ± vout) exp(−t∗/τd) + ~vflow

]
b̂ (S7)

for velocity where t∗= t−tn for t≥ tn. The position follows as:

si(t
∗) =

∫ t∗

0

~vi(t, s) · b̂(s) dt + LDi(t
∗), (S8)

where si(t∗) is the distance traveled along ~B starting from the position ~xn.

The time evolution of this process is overlaid over the observations for all views in Fig. S4

(animated in Movies S5-S8). Initially, two colored test particles are located at rest for each point

along the trajectory. The time-dependent position and final resting place of each dot depends

on the comet velocity and orientation with respect to ~B according to Eq. (S8). The arrows

mark locations where the comet tail is most visible, and highlight comparisons to the model

prediction (dots). Animations showing the time-evolution for all for views are also given.

Starting from the AIA ingress view (top row), as the comet encounters the first set of test

particles visible (top row, left), Eq. (S8) implies motion in the southwest direction, which is

similar to what is observed. Further ahead (top row, middle) the southward extent of the comet

declines slightly, and the predicted comet tail positions are deforming similarly. After the comet

has passed behind the solar disk (top row, right) the apparent motion of the test particles has

roughly ceased because the deceleration/thermalization is effectively complete, which is con-

sistent with the relatively stationary behavior of the long lasting features described in the main

text.
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The remaining views all have times chosen to illustrate the basic qualitative correlation of

the observed comet tail motion with that predicted by the tail model. Each viewpoint shows

non-radial and non-orbital test particle motion that varies in space and time. In the EUVI

views (middle two rows) the back and forth motion, which might be unexpected for ion tails

far from the sun, results quite naturally when considering the low lying closed field topology

encountered during closest approach (as seen in Fig. 2). High degrees of field curvature are

present and therefore rapidly changing orientations with respect to the comet, ~vc · b̂, are to be

expected here. Lastly, the comparison to the egress observations (bottom) does well to highlight

the reversal from motion below to above the orbit line, which is similarly implied by the field

topology, but now on a larger, smoothly varying scale.

For reference, the locations marked ‘A’ indicate the extent of this lasting ingress region

as it evolves. The observed non-radial and non-tangential direction of motion is captured by

the tail model, and this motion is entirely borne out of the projection of the comet orbit with

the 3D MHD magnetic field. The discrepancy in total distance is likely related to the inverse

density dependence of the deceleration timescale (Eq. (S3)), which is not taken into account by

the simple exponential toy model used here to illustrate the qualitative behavior. Similarly, the

location marked ‘B’ highlights the tail as seen by three views at nearly the same state accounting

for light travel time. During this part of the post perihelion journey, the comet tail motion has

once again become northward of the projected orbit line. This is well matched by the tail model,

which predicts this motion based on the alignment of the smoothly varying open field region

into which the comet trajectory now passes.

We should also point out here that the exact nature of the non-orbital component of parallel

velocity, vout, depends on both the radiation field that photodissociates tail material and on ad-

ditional interactions with the ambient medium. For example, (18) suggest that a pickup-ion-like

interaction with the ambient turbulent coronal wave spectrum might relax perpendicular gyro-
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motions into a bispherical distribution (44) with components along the field proportional to the

local Alfvén speed. While this or other relaxation mechanisms potentially represent additional

diagnostics, capturing the details of this interaction is significantly more complicated than the

collisional deceleration discussed in S1 for parallel flow only. Because these outflow speeds are

already secondary velocity components to the orbital motion itself, for our purposes we choose

a speed of vout = 100 km s−1 and use it to illustrate the extremes of observationally plausible

values (7). Although this speed is too large for exothermic photodissociation reactions involv-

ing oxygen alone, we leave the exploration and specification of additional kinetic mechanisms

to a future study.
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Figure S1: The synchronic map of the radial magnetic field used at the model boundary. The
spherical components of the comet trajectory are overlaid to give a sense of the 3D location of
the comet with respect to the magnetic field sources. Note that the closest approach is initially
near NOAA Active Regions 11361 and 11358 (seen by STEREO-A/B) and the later portion of
the trajectory is mostly over the quiet sun.
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Figure S2: Visualization of the global magnetic field through which the comet passed. So that
the entire trajectory can be seen, the viewing perspective is normal to the orbital plane. Field
lines are drawn at points corresponding to 1 min intervals along the trajectory. Blue coloring
indicates ‘closed’ field lines, and orange indicates ‘open’ field lines (one side passes through
the r = 20 RS boundary of the simulation).
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Figure S3: Comparison of AIA observations on 2011-11-27 nearest to 08:00 UT (Top) to syn-
thetic observables from the thermodynamic solution (Bottom) for the AIA 171, 193, 211, and
335Å channels. These observations show the portion of the corona traversed by the comet
during perihelion as it was observed on disk by AIA before rotating behind the sun.
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Figure S4: Visualization of the tail model applied to the global field of the thermodynamic MHD
model for all four views. Time runs from left to right and views from top to bottom. As described
in the text, the colored dots represent the predicted tail motion once the comet has passed. The
time-dependent portion and final resting place of each dot depends on the comet velocity and
orientation with respect to ~B according to Eq. (S8). The arrows mark locations where the comet
tail is most visible, and highlight comparisons to the model prediction (dots). Region A (top row)
depicts the non-radial motion of the tail in the southwest direction seen during the AIA Ingress.
Region B (bottom three right panels) marks the tail as seen by three views at nearly the same state
and location accounting for light travel time. This highlights the agreement between the predicted
motion and observed tail location. Dot colors are consistent between frames.
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Supplementary Movie Legends 

 

Movie S1: Base ratio processed AIA 171Å observations of Comet Lovejoy’s ingress into 

the corona before perihelion. The magenta arc indicates the orbital trajectory and the 

intersection of the horizontal and vertical lines indicates the predicted position of the 

comet nucleus at the observation time.  

 

Movie S2: Base ratio processed EUVI-A 171Å observations of Comet Lovejoy’s 

perihelion passage. The magenta arc indicates the orbital trajectory and the intersection of 

the horizontal and vertical lines indicates the predicted position of the comet nucleus at 

the observation time. 

 

Movie S3: Base ratio processed EUVI-B 171Å observations of Comet Lovejoy’s 

perihelion passage. The magenta arc indicates the orbital trajectory and the intersection of 

the horizontal and vertical lines indicates the predicted position of the comet nucleus at 

the observation time. 

 

Movie S4: Base ratio processed AIA 171Å observations of Comet Lovejoy’s egress from 

the corona after perihelion. The magenta arc indicates the orbital trajectory and the 

intersection of the horizontal and vertical lines indicates the predicted position of the 

comet nucleus at the observation time. 

 

Movie S5: Visualization of the dynamical tail model applied to the MHD solution 

overlaid over AIA observations of the ingress. As described in Section S2 and Fig. S4, 

the colored dots follow the predicted tail motion once the comet has passed. 

 

Movie S6: Visualization of the dynamical tail model applied to the MHD solution 

overlaid over EUVI-A observations of perihelion. As described in Section S2 and Fig. 

S4, the colored dots follow the predicted tail motion once the comet has passed. 

 

Movie S7: Visualization of the dynamical tail model applied to the MHD solution 

overlaid over EUVI-B observations of perihelion. As described in Section S2 and Fig. S4, 

the colored dots follow the predicted tail motion once the comet has passed. 

 

Movie S8: Visualization of the dynamical tail model applied to the MHD solution 

overlaid over AIA observations of the egress. As described in Section S2 and Fig. S4, the 

colored dots follow the predicted tail motion once the comet has passed. 




